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Curation positions

Asian Bibliographer
Associate Librarian for Planning…
Bibliographer for American History
Collection Services Archivist
Preservation Cataloger…
…Public Services Librarian
Research Librarian
Special Collections Librarian
Technical & Reference Services 

Librarian
University Archivist

etc. – other administrative, 
cataloging, curatorial and    
public services positions

Digital positions

Digital Acquistions Program Librarian
Digital Acquistions Support Librarian
Digital Cartography Specialist
Digital Library Program Manager
Digital Library Projects Liaison
Digital Library Software Engineer (8)
Digital Projects Analyst
Digital Projects Librarian
Digital Projects Program Librarian
Electronic Reserves Librarian
E-Resources Licensing Specialist
HCL Librarian for Collections Digitization
Metadata Analyst
Preservation Librarian for Digital…
Project Manager,

Open Collections Program
Harvard/Google Project
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Digital stewardship

Managing digital objects, and sustaining usability, 
over the long term…

Content life cycle:

• assessment and selection (of content, 
significant properties, use requirements)

• acquisition and creation (of objects and 
metadata)

• deposit 

• archive and preservation

• discovery, delivery, public service

HUL Digital Repository 
Service Policy Guide
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Service obligations: collection managers
• Digital stewardship: Cooperate with DRS staff in exercising 

appropriate digital stewardship 

• Intellectual property rights: Manage legal rights necessary for 
DRS services, including rights to make one or more faithful copies 
of objects for backup purposes, the right to make derivative copies, 
and the right for public redistribution. 

• Metadata: Provide appropriate administrative, technical, and 
structural metadata about their objects. 

• Discovery: Ensure that descriptions of their objects are publicly 
available in online discovery systems. 

• Access: Ensure that access to a version of their objects' content is 
available to members of the Harvard community. 

• Financial considerations: Arrange payment for DRS service
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Service obligations: repository staff
• Digital stewardship: Cooperate with collection managers in 

exercising appropriate digital stewardship. 

• Preservation of usability: Preserve the usability of stored objects 
over time. 

• Delivery services: Deliver content to desktop client applications 
via standard web protocols. 

• Professionalism and sustainability: Manage DRS in a manner 
that is administratively, financially, and technically sustainable. 

• Responsiveness and transparency: Be responsive to the needs 
and concerns of the collection manager community and conduct 
DRS policy setting and planning activities in an open and 
transparent manner.
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Systems design and maintenance 
is a key venue for curation



http://hcl.harvard.edu/libraries/harvard-yenching/collections/pickens/












http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:65306
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What ‘content’ is in the archive? 



Collection File Format Digital 
Object

Content 
Model Version Copy

submission 
agreement X X

ingest X

normalization X

validation X

storage X X X

backup X X X

integrity 
checking X X X

obsolescence 
monitoring X X

preservation 
planning X

transformation X

dissemination X X X

deletion X X X X
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Will “digital curators” be prepared to:

Manage content?

Manage context?

… over lifecycles of unpredictable duration?
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What do digital curators need to know?

Curation requires knowledge of information theory 
and management

Curation requires an understanding of audiences 
and needs.

Digital curation requires an understanding of all 
units of content and object management.

Digital curation requires an understanding of all 
(local) systems and their capabilities.

Stewardship and lifecycle management require 
collaboration.
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Curation in an ARL library

An environment of:

multiple systems for discovery and delivery

one or more robust repositories

diverse and demanding users

heterogeneous content, at a very large scale

obligations to perpetuate use for the very long term

specialists with deep domain and technical 
expertise (which increases value of generalists)


